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1.5" Scale Live Steam Berkshires
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2012 Convention Contest Winners

Best of Show &
1st Place Diorama

Bob Zoellner

All Photos by Tony Koester
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GC Tower was modeled highlighting the tower details and switches of the lap portion of the siding. The 
module is circa 1957 and includes the water tank, pump house, and westbound water plug. The 
signals and other details were made from digital still images made from Don Kroftas videos from 
Herron Rail Video.



Steam
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1st Place Tie: Bill Quick  G-1 2-8-0

1st Place Tie: Ray Breyer  2-8-2 Mikado #624

3rd Place: Ray Breyer  2-8-2 Mikado #587



Diesel
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1st Place: George Green RS-36 #866

2nd Place: George Green  RS-11 #567



Passenger

Freight
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1st Place 
Place:

Bill Quick  "City of Chicago" Lightweight Fluted Side Diner

1st Place 
Place:

Jim Canter  40' Single-door Boxcar



Freight (con't)
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2nd Place Tie 
Place:

Jim Long  TStL&KC Boxcar

2nd Place Tie 
Place:

Bill Darnaby  Dolomite Container Car



Freight (con't)

Caboose
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2nd Place Tie 
Place:

Ray Breyer  17000-series Auto Boxcar, as Rebuilt

1st Place 
Place:

Ray Breyer  Wood Cupola Caboose



Caboose (con't)

Maintenance of Way
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2nd Place 
Place:

Ray Breyer  Wood Cupola Caboose

1st Place 
Place:

Ray Breyer  Ex-855-Series Wood Coach



Maintenance of Way (con't)

Structures
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2nd Place 
Place:

Ray Breyer  Ex-84200-Series Wood Boxcar

1st Place 
Place:

Ray Breyer  Donnellson, IL Depot



Structures (con't)

What If?
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2nd Place 
Place:

Ray Breyer  East Lynn, IL Depot

1st Place 
Place:

Dan Merkel  



What If? (con't)

Post-Merger Color Photo
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2nd Place 
Place:

George Greene  

1st Place 
Place:

Dan Merkel  Summer 2012 #765 - NS 8100 Excursion



Post-Merger Color Photo (con't)
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2nd Place 
Place:

Dan Merkel  Summer 2012 #765 - NS 8100 Excursion

3rd Place 
Place:

Dan Merkel  Summer 2012 #765 - NS 8100 Excursion



1.5" Scale Live Steam 
Berkshires

by

Jim Kreider, #0027

Growing up with Berkshires

The Nickel Plate was known as a fast freight 
hauler with many perishable commodity trains 
headed to Buffalo every day with origins or 
connections from Chicago, St. Louis, and 
Peoria, in addition to four daily passenger 
trains between Chicago and Buffalo. Most of 
the fast freights were pulled by modern 2-8-4 
Berkshire locomotives normally operated 
between 60 and 70 miles per hour, except for a 
1.4 mile stretch of street running down the 
center of 19th street in Erie, PA, through which 
all this traffic had to go. 

I was fortunate enough to have grown up in the 
fifties along this stretch of street running. In 
addition to having a paper route along a good 
portion of 18th and 19th streets, my dad was an 
NKP crossing watchman and worked all five of 
the elevated crossing towers (three were on the 
1.4 miles of 19th Street running) where very 
often I was assigned the task of taking him 
dinner when he worked second trick. Dad would 
very often let me operate the crossing flashers 
or gates under his careful supervision. What a 
thrill it was to see the often occurring sight of a 
massive 700 coming down narrow 19th street at 
its "official" speed of 15 mph (a speed they 
rarely got down to) contrasting with their mile-a-
minute pace at other locations. Sometimes a 
wary motorist would find the train a little bit wider 
than anticipated with the car being no match for 
that big pilot beam on the locomotive. One was 
usually very alert while driving and facing an 
oncoming NKP freight. 

Since I was in my mid-teens when the 
photos you see here were taken, my rail 
fanning was mainly confined to what I could 
do on my bicycle. 

It’s August 1957 and the eastbound 726 is just 
entering the 19th street trackage. Dad is in the 
tower and I probably just brought him his dinner in 
this late afternoon scene. The Marx Toy Company 
building is on the right and the local bread baking 
company is just behind the locomotive. You could 
smell the bread baking for quite a distance. This 
photo was taken by Tom Gerbracht who was also 
rail fanning via his bicycle at the time. 

An eastbound 700 about halfway through the street 
trackage. I delivered the “Erie Times News” to the 
house on the right. The Erie Cemetery is on the 
left. Photo by Paul Prescott 

Mom had a rather inexpensive plastic lens camera 
that she would use to take family pictures or other 
non-interesting, non-train-related stuff like that. She 
would often say that she had a couple of pictures 
left on the roll before she could have the roll 
developed. That was my queue to ask if I could be 
a nice son and do her the favor of finishing the roll 
down by the track. 

              



The 763 is accelerating westbound out of 
town. It just crossed Greengarden Rd. It is 
fall, 1957. 

A fast moving eastbound has just past Erie airport 
and under the Powell St. overpass, about 6 miles 
to 19th street. It caught me by surprise. 

The 726 is accelerating westbound out of town 
about to cross Greengarden Rd, and about a half 
mile past where the top photo was taken. If the 
wind were right, you could lie in bed at night and 
easily hear the engines accelerating westbound. 
What a sound! 

Since I grew up constantly exposed to NKP’s 
Berkshires. It followed, therefore, that as I became 
more and more exposed to the live steam hobby, 
and the fact that I had images of these locomotives 
forever burned in my head, that this locomotive 
class was what I wanted to model in 1-1/2’ scale.

I decided to model the later classes of NKP’s 
Berkshires, specifically the S-2 and S-3 classes. 
The 779, the last of the S-3 class, was the last 
locomotive built by the Lima Locomotive Works. 

Since this project was going to take a lot of time 
and work, and as long as I was having to spend my 
time on it anyway, I thought that I might as well 
study the details  of the prototype and try to do as 
accurate a scale model of the prototype as I could 
do with some reasonable degree of practically 
associated with it. 

The 1.5” verses the 1.6” debate was starting to boil 
up at the time so I had to make a decision as to 
which way I was going to go. One of the major 
factors for me was the fact that I like going to 
meets and various tracks with my equipment and I 
wanted to be able to stuff this locomotive and 
tender with the associated tie-downs in a standard 
8 foot bed pickup. My experiences with trailers, to 
be polite, had been memorable. My rough 
calculations had shown that I could add on the 
order of another 300 lbs in 1.6” scale for just the 
locomotive. Also, I had seen so much nice 
modeling in smaller scales  that ‘heft” was not a big 
issue with me. So 1.5” scale was my choice.  

I thought a good place to start was the locomotive 
frame. While rummaging through some old issues 
of Railway Age at the LA public library, I ran across 
a General Steel Castings ad which had this picture.

These locomotives were equipped with one-piece 
cast steel locomotive beds with the cylinders  cast 
integral. A letter to GSC also yielded the drawings 
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for this frame together with the cylinders. Up to this 
point I had never seen drawings with so many lines 
on them that the drawings almost looked solid. 
These drawings were specifically designed to make 
my head hurt. It took many hours to decipher what 
all the lines meant. I was never going to be able to 
do a one-piece casting so I figured that dissecting 
the frame and making it out of a bunch of castings 
bolted together to look like the prototype, at least 
on the outside, was the (only) way to go.

Above: The front frame casting with the air 
compressor supports, and the cylinder block  in 
place. 

Above: The cylinder block is removed to show the 
detail on the side frame casting, one of the brake 
cylinder support castings, and the casting designed 
to represent the portion of the locomotive bed 
which supports the valve gear. 

I knew little about the details  of pattern making 
when I started so I first made a solid wheel pattern 
out of a solid wood block. Wrong thing to do. The 
pattern turned into a potato chip after a while. I 
picked up a small book on pattern making for $3.00 
at an old used book store in Long Beach called 
Acres of Books, which literally lived up to its name. 
I started to learn the details of pattern making such 
as, for instance, laminating wood grains to avoid 
warpage, filleting, and color coating the various 
parts  of a pattern to differentiate between the main 
pattern and core prints. 

The photo below shows one of my first patterns, 
the right side frame.

I chose ductile iron for all the main frame parts 
including the side frames, frame spreaders , cradle, 
and cylinder block. I liked its  strength, ductility, 
casting fluidity, and machinability. It could also be 
repaired by welding. I first thought of steel castings 
but found out that steel was a lot more finicky to 
work with because when casting steel the mold/
steel surface tension is very high, or reduced 
fluidity, with steel compared to iron, ductile iron, or 
non-ferrous material such as bronze. It can be 
done of course but it can lead to increased casting 
costs due to the possible “creative gating” and 
risers which could be encountered when casting 
steel. I didn’t need something to increase the cost 
unless there was a good solid reason for doing so, 
a principal that my supervisor at work pounded into 
my head until I began to believe it.

The next photo shows the casting made to 
represent mainly the mid boiler supports and the 
valve gear reverse shaft.  Also shown are the main 
driver brake hanger support castings.
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The prototype had a brake cylinder mounted above 
each driver axle but I decided to deviate here and 
equalize the driver brake system using only the two 
cylinders mounted above the front and intermediate 
drivers. The reason I did this was to find a place to 
mount the whistle, i.e., above the main and rear 
drivers and yes, underneath the boiler, thus the 
dished top surface on the frame spreader. The idea 
of simulating an air tank with some big gaping 
holes in the end of it as  a whistle just did not 
appeal to me especially when I was trying to do an 
accurate scale model. I felt so strongly about this 
that I formed a complete mental block around the 
idea that I would play hell trying to get to the 
whistle if I ever had to. I resorted to a complete 
denial of any potential problems with this  and even 
t r ied to conv ince others o f a prob lems  
nonexistence, probably to reinforce my own 
insecurity about the issue. Now that I think about it, 
I probably did the exact same thing on some other 
issues also. I’m sure I’ll run across them while 
doing this  writing. BTW, the socket head cap 
screws shown holding parts to the top of the frame 
are supposed to be replaced by some low-profile 
hex heads.

I used bronze for the non-main frame, lower stress 
pieces described above because I found that 
bronze could give me a better casting surface finish 
than the ductile iron because it was poured at a 
lower temperature. 

The next photo shows the casting designed to 
represent the frame appendage that supported the 
cold water pump for the Worthington feedwater 

system. I designed the frame-cradle transition to be 
bolted from the inside to further represent the one 
piece continuous casting look of the prototype 
locomotive bed.  

Below is the cradle casting complete with the 
stoker engine and injector mounts. This turned out 
to be a monstrous 33 pound casting. It occurred to 
me on more than one occasion that seeing the 
mold for this, the side frames, and the trailing 
truck frame seemed to represent about a half ton 
of foundry sand sitting on the floor for each 
casting. The foundry always used their cranes to 
pick them up.

Early on in the project I was able to experience 
firsthand what it was  like to actually pour metal 
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when the late Jack Sessums introduced me to a 
fellow by the name of Al Comou (sp?) who poured 
bronze cemetery plaques in his little corner shop 
behind a gravestone and marker business  in San 
Bernardino, CA. I had just completed my pilot 
beam pattern complete with core boxes, and Al 
offered to have me come over and we (I made sure 
that it was a “we”) would try it out. It was a typical 
summer Saturday in San Bernardino, about 110°, 
and once he lit off the furnace it probably added 
another 10-15° to the shop interior. He showed me 
how to ram up the cope and drag molds with green 
sand and cut the gates and risers, and dust the 
mold with some fine facing sand. We rammed up 
the cores and gently rapped them out of the core 
boxes and placed them on “sand frames” in the 
core baking oven. This  was  all before the advent of 
no-bake sand. We suited up with the face shields 
and heavy protective aprons and proceeded to 
pour the metal. The casting looked perfect as far as 
we could tell before cleaning it. Al was a true 
master foundry man. Once I got the casting home I 
finished trimming the gates and risers off and after 
sandblasting, discovered that “I” did indeed 
produce a beautiful casting. The “we” had changed 
to “I” but I had a difficult time getting away with that 
among our local live steam group who actually 
knew what was going on.     
 

I made a trip to the ductile iron foundry to pick up 
some side frame castings and on a previous visit I 
noticed that they had some rejected castings out in 
their yard which roughly resembled my side frames  
which they were trying to break up by dropping a 
big “headache” ball on them. (I didn’t pay much 
attention. I hope they weren’t my side frames!) On 
this  visit the foundry guy said to me that it looks like 
you picked the right material if you want ductility. I 
said, “What do you mean?” He said that they 
wound up cutting up those rejected castings 
because all they would do is bend when they 
dropped that ball on them. I always thought that 
was a good testimonial to the ductile characteristics 
of ductile iron. I never mentioned to them that I 
thought that they were nuts for dropping that ball 
on them in the first place because I thought we 
might see some shrapnel flying. Probably a good 
thing that I didn’t mention that to them, or it might 
have been my castings out there in the yard.

I decided to stress relieve the side frame castings 
because I thought that might minimize warping and 
movement after machining. I like to think that 
possible warping was reduced but I’ve experienced 
as much as 5/16" bow in the 50” long side frame 
after it is removed from the mill. This meant that the 
side frames had to be moved or spread to be able 
to insert all the frame spreaders. This  has never 
been a problem, however, due to the ductile 
characteristic of the material.        

I originally started this  project as something just for 
me but early on I discovered other live steamers 
who were interested in building this locomotive and 
acquiring castings and parts  from me if I made 
them available. Here was a way that I could offset 
costs for this  project. Fast forward to the present 
and there are some thirty of these out there with 
many running. 

Bruno Platzer of Las Vegas, NV and Peter Nott 
(right) of Marina Del Ray, CA getting ready to fire 
up the 756 at the Los Angeles Live Steamers track. 
Peter owns the locomotive and Bruno is currently 
providing machining services on these engines.
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Tom Lawson of San Bernardino, CA and his 777. Gil Beaird of Sacramento with his 765.
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This is the first of a series of articles by Jim on the 1.5" scale live steam Berkshire which will 
appear in future issues of the Modeler's Notebook.
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